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New Telephone System
Many of our patients will recall from
our January 2012 patient survey and
subsequent Action Plan, that the Plan
included the implementation of a new
telephone system as part of the
ongoing re-development works at the
surgery. Unfortunately a new digital
telephone system prior to completion
of these re-development works did
not appear feasible both from cost
and practicality points. Expanding our
existing telephone system was also
out of the question as the system had
reached maximum capacity.
Despite the introduction of Online
Systems for booking and cancelling
appointments, and now for repeat
prescriptions, many patients still
telephone the surgery for these and
as with any surgery, face the battle of
the engaged tone during busy
periods.
We are therefore pleased to announce, that after considerable time

researching alternatives that can be
implemented now without huge outlay. From early December 2013 a
new system will be installed which will
enable call queuing and routing options to the desired service. As with
all new systems there will be a period
of learning and adjustment, but this
new system will enable the practice to
monitor usage, queue times, answering times and generate management
reports so that adjustments can be
made for increased efficiently.
We trust that all our patients will
understand the need for the inevitable
teething period and bear with us as
we work with and monitor the system
to ensure our patients receive the
service that has been requested for
several years. Feedback from many
other practices that use a similar telephone system has been hugely positive and we are anticipating therefore
that this latest introduction will, after
the initial period, be a great success.
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Confidential information from your medical records can be used by the NHS to
improve the services offered so we can provide the best possible care for everyone.
This information along with your postcode and NHS number but not your name, are sent to a
secure system where it can be linked with other health information.
This allows those planning NHS services or carrying out medical research to use information
from different parts of the NHS in a way which does not identify you.
You have a choice. If you are happy for your information to be used in this way, you do not
have to do anything.
If you have any concerns or wish to prevent this from happening, please speak to practice staff
or ask at Reception for a copy of the leaflet “How information about you helps us to provide
better care”. If you would like a copy of the Leaflet and Q&A, please ask at reception or email
your request to nehccg.richmondsurgery@nhs.net
More information can be found here www.nhs.uk/caredata
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Recruitment

Experienced Practice Nurse/Nurse Practitioner Required

Richmond Surgery is looking for an experience Practice Nurse and/or
Nurse Practitioner to join our established, forward thinking and expanding
practice.
The ideal candidate will join our hardworking friendly nursing team to deliver
care in all areas of general practice nursing, including travel, child imms,
cytology and diabetes.
Our clinical system is Vision and full training will be provided, if required.
We welcome applications from Nurses who may require additional clinical
training or applicants who are looking to progress within their career to a more
senior level.
Hours are negotiable with a competitive salary dependent upon experience.

Please forward your CV and covering letter to:
Donna Brennan, Business & Practice Manager
nehccg.richmondsurgery-patientinfo@nhs.net
Richmond Surgery
Richmond Close
Fleet
Hants, GU52 7US
www.richmondsurgeryfleet.com
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Online Appointments
As part of our ongoing reviews, the
online appointment system and level of
available emergency book on the day
appointments was recently reviewed.
We are now making available online, a
percentage of your registered GPs
emergency book on the day appointments every day as well as emergency
appointments with our regular locums.
Remember – our emergency book on
the day appointments are released on
line BEFORE the surgery opens and
before the telephones open.

If you are not yet registered for our Online
System, speak with reception.
Why queue at the surgery or telephone
when you can check availability online?
Order your repeat prescriptions on
line
You will also be able to order your GP
approved repeat prescriptions.
Sign up at Reception now!

Chaperone Availability
We know there are times when a
patient would appreciate support
when seeing their GP.
This is
particularly prevalent with female
patients who may wish to see a
female GP, but this is not always
possible.
We are therefore very pleased to
advise that 2 members of our
reception team have recently undertaken and successfully completed

their Professional Chaperone Training:
Jan Fulcher – Reception Manager
Claire Collins – Receptionist
If you believe you would benefit from
this service, please ask at the time of
making your appointment so that
arrangements can be made.
As all our receptionist team work
different shifts, it may not be possible
to request a specific Chaperone.

Healthshare Nhs Physiotherapy at Richmond Surgery
We are pleased to advise that we
now have the convenience of an
NHS approved Physiotherapist based
at the surgery on Wednesdays. If
physiotherapy is required, your GP
will make a referral to Healthshare
Ltd.
Healthshare Ltd will then
contact you directly in due course to
arrange your appointment with them
at the surgery. Please note, appointments are not made by Richmond
Surgery, but by Healthshare Ltd.
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As a patient, you always have a
choice.
There are other NHS
approved physiotherapy providers
available should you prefer to be
treated away from the surgery and/or
have a preference for an alternative.
Should you prefer to be treated
privately,
there
remain
private
appointments with the established
Whitewater Clinic, available at the
surgery most days of the week.
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Patients show high regard for their GPs
By Melanie Adams, Health Reporter Southern Daily Echo 21 Oct 2013

THOUSANDS of patients have hailed
GPs across Hampshire as some of
the best in the country, latest
figures have revealed.

Dr Nigel Watson,
Chief Executive,
Wessex LMCs

Results from a new patient survey,
that saw more than 30,000 people
express what they thought about
their GP, rated family doctors in the
Wessex region highly for a range of
vital skills.
From GP knowledge, to their listening skills and easy-to-understand
explanations of medical jargon, local
doctors consistently did better than
the national average.
Released by the Wessex Local
Medical Committees, representing
GPs working in 460 practices across
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight,
Dorset and Wiltshire, the results
proved a huge boost to the local
heath service.
Dr Nigel Watson, chief executive of
Wessex LMCs and a GP in the New
Forest, said: “These results are
excellent and demonstrate the quality of care that is generally provided
to patients locally and also the high
esteem in which most people hold
their GP.
“The results are reassuring to both
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patients and GPs and there are
lessons that can be learnt from
these surveys.”
When asked how relaxed their
doctor made them feel, patients in
the Wessex region scored GPs 8.8
out of ten, where ten is deemed
excellent and one is poor.
They scored 9.2 for listening to
patients compared to the national
average of 8.6, 8.8 in patient
confidence and 9.2 for listening to
patients compared to an 8.6
national average.
Overall this data shows that most
patients hold their GPs in high
regard and
value the personal
relationship that they share.
The survey forms part of a rigorous
system of annual appraisal that is
undertaken regularly to judge the
performance of GPs.
These surveys are carried out
independently of the GPs and the
results are shared with the relevant
GP, who reflects on these results,
discusses them at their appraisal
and uses these discussions to help
plan their future developmental
needs.
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Why NHS doctors charge patients
for letters
BBC News – 17 August 2013
You've sorted your flights, hotel and travel
insurance, and dug out the family passports, but
if you are more than 27 weeks pregnant (or look
like you might be), have had an operation
recently or broken a bone, there is an extra bit
of paperwork you need to add to your holiday
to-do list - a letter from your GP to say that you
are medically fit to fly.
It is a requirement of many of the major airlines
and without one, check-in staff can refuse to let
you board your flight. The chances are you will
not even have to visit the surgery but you will
still have to pay for a note from the doctor, who
is allowed to set their own fee. A quick and very
unofficial social media poll revealed charges
ranging from £15 to £40 from respondents
around the UK requiring a basic consent letter
relating to travel plans.
Francesca de Franco paid £20 to her south
London-based doctor when she flew to Italy
while pregnant with twins two years ago. "The
midwife said I might need a letter because I was
quite big," she said. "She confirmed I was good
to fly on the dates I needed and told the GP,
who then sent me a three-sentence letter to
confirm that. The GP didn't even need to see
me." Ms de Franco was surprised to be told she
had to pay. "I don't really see how they justify
the cost, £20 seems excessive. It was a very
standard letter with just dates filled in from the
midwife." Ms de Franco, who runs parenting
website The
Parent Social, said that some of
her contacts had been put off by the cost. "One
lady was charged £30 for a letter - ironically her
flights were only £32.99. Another was on a very
tight budget, she said that tipped her over the
edge and she didn't bother going on holiday."
According to the British Medical Association
recommendations, these ladies could have fared
even worse. On its website, the BMA's suggested guidelines for fees range from £16.50 for a
"straightforward certificate of fact" without an
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examination to £124.50 for a "written report without exam, with detailed opinion and statement on
condition of patient" which it advises involves up to
30 minutes' work.
So what exactly are you paying for?
Dr Peter Holden is a member of the BMA and sits
on the committee which advises GP members
across the UK about setting fees. The reason
patients have to pay is because the NHS will not
cover the cost of this sort of work, he told the BBC.
"The NHS provides general medical services.
Letters for patients for third parties are not a
health service," Dr Holden said. "This is not money
into the doctor's pocket. This is the gross turnover
of the practice. Who's going to pay the secretary to
type the letter? Who's going to pay the receptionist
to sort it out?"
The GP is the only member of staff in the practice
who generates external income, whether from the
NHS or private sources, he added. "Anything you
do that is not part of the NHS, you have to
recuperate your time and your overheads from
somewhere - there is only one place and that is
from the patient."
Dr Holden said it is widely accepted that a GP
needs to earn a gross pay of "over £200 an hour"
to keep a surgery open, and that writing even a
short letter is not as straightforward as it may
appear. "What people forget is even for a one-liner
the General Medical Council requires we verify that
what we say and sign is true. That means a trawl
through the notes to confirm that it's true. That
takes time. The production of a one-liner can
easily take 20 minutes," he said.
However Dr Holden did acknowledge that some
doctors do charge too much, and blamed the
introduction of the 1998 Competition Act for
creating a "free for all". "Some doctors will be very
reasonable and one or two will be overstepping the
mark and I do not condone that," he said. "When
the Competition Act came in, we said this would
cause this kind of problem. The fact is the government said 'no, it has to be free for all'.
BBC News – 17 August 2013
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Dr Karuna Sharma - Partner
Dr Sharma has now settled at
Richmond Surgery as our latest
Partner and we would like to
thank all the hundreds of
patients who expressed their
pleasure at her not only
becoming a Partner, but
having her as their registered
GP!

Dr Sharma has been with
Richmond Surgery for many
years as both a Salaried GP
and a regular locum and had
already built up excellent
relations
with
so
many
patients over these years.
The practice was inundated
with requests to transfer to

Dr Sharma and we have
worked hard to ensure the
transfers have gone through
smoothly.
We are thrilled that she has
proved to be an extremely
popular addition to Richmond
Surgery.

Keeping you in touch
We have over 5000 (and rising)
patient email addresses and just
as many mobile telephone
numbers as a result of our
Vision Online and text reminder
systems.
We believe emails are an
excellent way of keeping our
patients well informed of any new

systems, clinics or services that
we are planning and text
messages for fast notifications.
If you would like to be kept up
to date, please ensure you
notify us of any changes to your
email address or mobile
telephone number so that your
records are up to date.

In November 2013 we had a total of
118 appointments where a patient simply did not turn up.
That’s an average of almost 6 per working day in November
We continue to appeal to our patients to

CANCEL unwanted appointments
with your doctor OR THE NURSE
Another patient will want the appointment
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Are you aged 65+ and male?
A simple scan can tell you if you have an abdominal aortic aneurysm.
This is an enlargement of the main blood vessel in the abdomen and if left
untreated it can be fatal.
Men aged 65+ are most at risk and will receive an automatic invite,
but all men aged 65+ may self-refer for a scan.
Clinics are held here at Richmond Surgery
For appointments, call the AAA Screening Programme on: 01784 884975
All men invited for screening are
provided with a copy of the national
Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
Screening information leaflet which
provides information about the condition, the screening programme, the
test and the possible outcomes.
This enables men to make an informed choice about whether or not
to accept their invitation.
Men who have an aneurysm detected
are also provided with a specially
prepared leaflet about the condition.

They are also given a phone
number for their local screening
centre or vascular unit which they
can contact if they have further
questions following their results.
Men
with
a
small
or
medium aneurysm are provided
with a copy of the Monitoring
your AAA leaflet. Men with a
large aneurysm are provided with a
copy of the Referral for an assessment leaflet.

The minor illness clinic
This clinic is available most weekday
mornings EXCEPT Wednesday with
our highly experienced senior practice nurse, Lynn Brock.
Appointments are available both on
the day and book ahead and are
more often more readily available
than with a GP if your ailment fits the
criteria of a minor illness, such as:
Coughs/colds
Sore throats
Tonsillitis
Conjunctivitis
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Earaches
Diarrhoea
Vomiting
Stomach upsets
Minor cuts, sprains
Minor backaches
All infections
The nurse can arrange
prescription if this is needed.

a

PLEASE keep our GP
appointments for serious issues
and illnesses.
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Private minor surgery
Many minor procedures have
lost NHS funding as they are
deemed a low priority.
However, we appreciate the
importance of both the medical
and physical benefit gained by
these operations so we are now
offering a private clinic
“Fleet Minor Surgery” here at

Richmond Surgery.
Please speak to a Receptionist
if you would like to make an
appointment with Dr Hatley for
this service.
A list of clinic charges is also
available at Reception.

New number for out of hours help

…..“ REMEMBER,
there’s 111 to call
when it’s less
urgent than
999”…..

From 22 January 2013, patients
in this area of Hampshire have
been able to call just one number
- 111, for medical advice when
the surgery is closed.

If you are registered with us but
make your call from a number with
a prefix different from “01252”,
you will not be connected. You
should hang up and redial:

The number has replaced the old
Out of Hours number and the staff
on 111 are able to refer you on to
the Out of Hours team if they
decide that is required.

01962 718961

Remember:
999 is reserved for Serious
Life-threatening Emergencies

Whooping cough cases continue to fall
Latest figures published by Public
Health England (PHE) show a sustained fall in the numbers of
whooping cough cases this year.
In England a total of 380 cases
were confirmed in May, compared
to 410 cases the previous month
and 682 in May last year.
Cases of whooping cough in babies
under one year also remained low,
however PHE immunisation experts
are reminding pregnant women of
the importance of having the
whooping cough vaccine,
especially during the summer
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months when cases of whooping
cough are normally expected to
rise. Sadly, one baby under two
months of age has already died
this year from the disease.
The DOH vaccination programme
continues and vaccinations will be
available to pregnant women
between 28 and 38 weeks.
For more information please speak
to your Midwife, GP or to our
senior practice nurse.
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Private paperwork
GPs are often called upon to undertake private work such as insurance
reports, medicals and an assortment
of forms that require completion or
signatures, letters of support or confirmation. Some of these can be quite
time consuming.

So, for private work, there will be a
fee (please see at Reception, on the
website or the Newsletter folder in
the waiting room) which is payable
in advance, preferably by cheque
which will be held until the work is
completed.

Please remember that first and foremost, your GP is contracted to provide a service for the surgery’s NHS
patients.

Please allow the doctor plenty
of time to complete this work
for you..

Protect yourself - protect others
You may have noticed that we have
recently installed several extra hand
sanitisers in the surgery.
We would encourage you to use these
at every opportunity as they not only
prevent YOU from passing on bacteria
or infection but it helps protect you
from picking up bacteria or infection
from others.
Many patients have commented that
they see so few patients using these
sanitisers.
People mostly visit the surgery
because they feel unwell; do you use
the self check-in screen? Imagine how

many potential germs are passed from
just that screen, every day. It isn't
practical for the surgery to wipe the
screen after every use, so think “self
preservation” and protect yourself by
using the hand sanitiser - positioned
right next to the screen - immediately
after use!
Instant action - it starts working
immediately to rapidly kill bacteria,
yeasts and moulds
Quick drying - dries in approximately
30 seconds to leave the skin sanitised and pleasantly conditioned
Non-irritant, dermatologically tests
the formula has been tested to
prove it is.

Chlamydia screening
It is vital that 16-24 year olds have
regular chlamydia screening
performed.
We are currently running a campaign
to encourage more patients in this age
group to come to the surgery and
collect a discreet “urine testing kit”.
This is returned to the surgery for free
testing.
As this age group is very “into”
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technology we felt the best method of
reaching them was by text message. If
as a parent you received a text
message about this, it is probably
because your child’s records still have
your contact numbers recorded.
We hope that as a parent you will
actively encourage your child/children
in this age group to participate in
regular screening.
We welcome any parent wishing to
collect a testing kit on their behalf.
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Complementary Therapies
Kipp Clark

Fleet Acupuncture &
Wellness

Advanced Massage Therapist
Kipp incorporates a wide variety of
therapies and specialises in the treatment
of chronic pain. He also offers

Judy Shipway
Acupuncturist

Sports Injury Treatment
Thai & Eastern massage techniques
Reflexology

Experience an effective natural and
safe way to restore and sustain
good health and wellbeing.

Kipp is available at the Surgery on
Tuesdays, Please contact him on

07769 666448

Acupuncture now available at the
surgery. Contact Judy on
07985765612 or see website

or email

kclark@altonadvancedbodywork.co.uk
www.altonadvancedbodywork.co.uk

www.fleetacupuncture.co.uk

Fleet
Minor Surgery

Whitewater Clinic
Chartered Physiotherapist
Podiatrist Sports Masseur
Available at the Surgery
appointments available
every day during the week.
Tel: 07890 388937
www.whitewaterclinic.co.uk

Minor surgery is available at the
surgery on a private basis where the
surgery is performed by Dr Ed Hatley.
The following procedures are
available:
Cryotherapy
Cauterisation
Skin tag removal
Wart and mole removal
Ingrowing toenail
Steroid joint injection
Histopathology
A price list is available at Reception.
To book a consultation
please call 01252 811466

The Odiham Clinic
Offers a range of treatments at
Richmond Surgery
Osteopathy - Christina Hood
Hypnotherapy - Gary Cole
Counselling - Aileen George
Please see their leaflets and business
cards in our waiting area.
Contact The Odiham Clinic on
01252 459040
To arrange treatment at the surgery
www.theodihamclinic.co.uk

Do you have a local business?
Advertise with us
...if you would like to promote your business on our new Digital
Information Service in the waiting room, please contact Donna Brennan
our Practice Manager for more information and the advertising rates.
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Patient Participation Group
This is made up of a wide cross section from the patients in the surgery. They meet with the Doctors and Practice Manager for an
hour and half, every six weeks to discuss matters relating to NHS and surgery changes.
The group currently has a full complement but Rikki Willis maintains a Waiting List of interested people.
If you are interested in learning more, please either speak to your GP or contact the Chairman Rikki Willis, on her email.
rikki.willis@btopenworld.com

RECENT SUGGESTIONS AND PPG REPLY
The following are suggestions/requests posted to the PPG’s suggestion box at
Richmond Surgery:

On line system is fantastic, however, in the time I write a comment for the doctor the appointment can be lost. Could this be
amended in some way? Possibly
a block?

The surgery is aware of this and informed the service provider a
while back who are looking at how to improve this. We have only
been made aware of this issue 3-4 times in the last 2 years so
we would hope that this is a rare occurrence. As with most systems where a booking is made you are usually limited to time.
We are hoping some form of countdown timing could be added.
However, adding a comment is optional, it can be left blank, but
ideally we would appreciate a contact telephone number.

Self-care The right option for problems such as
hangovers, minor coughs, colds and mild stomach upsets. Keep a self-care kit at home.
Pharmacies Ask your pharmacist for advice on
a range of ailments, potentially saving a visit to
your GP.

As winter approaches, pressures build at Frimley
Park A&E. Ambulances back up,
waiting times
increase and the service struggles to cope.
Your local Clinical Commissioning Group and
Frimley Park have worked hard to make more
resources available and to improve their
efficiency.
But you too can do your bit. By seeking the right
help for your health problems you can get a better service for yourself while freeing Frimley
Park’s A&E service for real
emergencies.
Here’s how to pick the best option for your
health problems…..

NHS111 is available 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year, for anyone who needs medical help fast
but it is not an emergency. Trained call advisors,
supported by doctors, nurses and paramedics,
assess symptoms and put patients in touch with
the services which can help – such as out-ofhours GPs or an emergency dentist – and can
also send an ambulance without delay if necessary.
GPs and their practice teams provide medical
advice on a wide range of symptoms and illnesses, and can refer patients to specialist services.
But if you think it really is an emergency that is
what the 999 service and the A&E department
are for. So don’t hesitate to use them if you
think they are the right option.
Richmond Surgery Patient Participation Group
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Contacting us
We have TWO email addresses for you to contact the surgery:
Repeat Prescriptions
NEHCCG.RichmondSurgery-scripts@nhs.net
General patient enquiries, notifications of name or address
changes etc.
NEHCCG.RichmondSurgery@nhs.net

All the Doctors and staff
wish you a very happy Christmas
and New Year
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